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**Goal**: Better integrate nature and biodiversity into national green growth planning.

**Activities**:

1. Push the knowledge frontier;
2. Mainstream natural capital in green growth;
3. Strengthen on-the-ground implementation.

**2019 Research**: groundwork on natural capital data, metrics and policy.

**2020 Research**: expansion to use cases for finance, infrastructure and biodiversity.

**2021 Research**: focus on knowledge applications for green growth.
Problem we are addressing

- Overall proliferation of natural capital information, yet lack of implementation in green growth policy
- GGKP identified key knowledge gaps preventing implementation, including lack of consistent metrics
- Based on a broad indicators review, identified need for a coherent natural capital indicators framework
- Coherency must be in line with international standards, including the SEEA
- Framework aims to be applied by organizations providing green growth advice to governments
Indicator review: objectives

1. Provide a well-rounded picture of what indicators are in use by whom

2. Assess gaps in the integration of natural capital indicators by leading green growth advisory orgs

3. Ultimately to use the results to integrate natural capital indicators into green growth frameworks for in-country application

Sources include: GGKP, IPBES, UN, OECD, TEEB, World Bank, and academic literature
Indicator review: method

• Conducted review of leading metrics producers for natural capital and green growth
• Used standard literature review methods, including online keyword searches and electronic databases
• Compiled a bucket list of over 500 relevant indicators
• In effort to organize these indicators coherently, applied a single conceptual framework based on SEEA

Sources include: GGKP, IPBES, UN, OECD, TEEB, World Bank, and academic literature
A conceptual framework for natural capital

Natural Capital Stocks: Abiotic and biotic, including ecosystem assets
- Extent
- Condition (including Biodiversity)
- Atmosphere,
- Geosphere & Cryosphere
- Biosphere
(£cosystem assets)
- Classification of ecosystem types adopted through the SEEA EEA Revision

Discrete assets
- Extent
- Condition
- Value
- Minerals and energy
- Soil
- Timber
- Aquatic Resources
- Other biological resources
- Water

Flows from natural capital
- Biophysical
- Physical yield

Benefits
- Economic
- Social

SNA benefits
- Agricultural products
- Forestry and logging products
- Water
- Tourism and recreation services
- Mineral and energy products
- Built infrastructure

Non-SNA benefits
- Clean air
- Protection from flooding
- Protection from soil erosion
- Reduction of greenhouse gases
- Wild species conservation

Outputs
- Economic
- Environmental
- Social
- Solid waste
- Wastewater
- Emissions to air

Human inputs
- Economic
- Social
- Production process
- Investment
Preliminary findings

• Existing indicator frameworks are limited in scope, typically focusing on assets only
• Lack of application of flow indicators
• Indicator gaps include:
  • biodiversity as an indicator of asset condition;
  • regulation and maintenance services generally;
  • extent, condition and associated flows for marine assets generally
• A completed SEEA EEA revision process to better assess and coherently organize indicators
Next steps: indicators selection for tailored applications

• This was search mission: July workshop to focus on indicator selection for green growth applications
• Consultative peer review for this work in 2019
• Broaden usefulness and reduce burden on reporting by linking to other indicator initiatives
• Expand next year to address gaps in finance, infrastructure and biodiversity use cases
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